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§1. Introduction

In this paper, p denotes always an odd prime number. Let A* denote
the Steenrod algebra mod p, and A* the dual Hopf algebra of A*.

In [6] and [7; Lemma 3.9 and (3.7)], H. Toda has calculated the kernels
of several right translations of A* (or left ^*-modules in general). These
results can be written in the form of the exact sequences of left ^4*-modules.
For example, the following circular exact sequence is proved in Proposition
1.5 of [63:

(Λi)* -,-A*

where Rk = (k + l)0>1Δ-kΔ&\ (Rk)*(a)=aRk, Rr{au a2)=aιΔ0>1-a2Δ0>1Δ and
R(a) = (aΔ&1, ceo?1), using the Adem relations directly.

The above exact sequences are used in the calculations of the ^-primary
components of the stable homotopy groups of spheres (see [7] and [83).
For example, the above circular sequence is used in the determination of the
elements ak of (2k(p — 1) — l)-stem in the /-image (see [8]).

In [1] and [23, J. Cohen has discussed the dual maps of the right (or
left) translations by the elements of A*. Calculating the kernel and the
image of the dual map of (^f')*> ί<p, the exactness of

(1.1) A* ^*—>A*

has been proved in [1; (7.11)3- By making use of Cohen's methods, the
exactness of the above circular sequence can be reproved more simply.

In this paper, we shall prove several exact sequences (3.3-10), (4.2) and
(4.8-15) in §§3-4 below by use of Cohen's methods. For example, we have
the following exact sequence:

(4.11)
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(c* denotes the conjugation of A*)9 which was proved partially in [7; (3.7)].
Our results will be applied to the calculations of the p-components of

the stable homotopy groups of spheres in forthcoming paper [ΊΓ].
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Prof. H. Toda,

who suggested this topic, and also Prof. M. Sugawara and T. Kobayashi, who
read the manuscript and gave valuable advice.

§2 Cohen's methods

Let c*: A*-+A* (resp. c*: A*-+A*) be the anti-automorphism (or conju-
gation) of A* (resp. A*) of [ΊΓ|. For the multiplication φ* and the comultipli-
cation 0* of A*9 c* satisfies the following (see [4; Propositions 8.6 and 8.7])

(2.1) c*0* = 0*Γ(c*(g)c*), 0*c* = (c*(g)c*)Γ0*,

where T denotes the switching map, i.e.,
For the simplicity, we shall denote

the conjugation of the reduced power operation &* and the Bockstein opera-
tion J, respectively. Then the Adem relations can be rewritten as follows,
by use of (2.1):

(
(2.2) prps= Σ (-iy+i[

\ s-pί I

/(r-i)(p-l)\
prβPs=Σ(-iy+i[ )pipr+s-iβ

\ s-pί )

/(r-i)(p-1)-p ) \
+ Σ ( - l ) s + / + 1 )PiβPr+s-i

\ s-pί-1 J

The following lemma is easy.

LEMMA 2.1. Letr<p. Then we have

(2.3) P r = ( - l ) r ^ r , P ί + r = ( - l ) r + 1 ^ ^ r , β=-J.

(2.4) Prp=(-ΐ)r0>rp mod A*0>\ Prp^(-l)r0>rp mod ^A*.

PROOF. The formula (2.3) is (1.7) and (1.8) of [6]. In particular, we
have
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By the Adem relations and (2.2), we have

r\0>rp=(&>)' mod J * ^ 1 and mod < ^ * ,

r\Prp^(PpY mod A*;?1 and mod ^ 1 J * .

By (*), (POr = ( - l W ) r hence

P'*=(-iγ0>'p mod A*!?1 and mod ^ , 4 * . q. e. d.

Let $i e A2pi-2(£o=zV) and r, e A2pt-i be the dual elements to P1PP- Pp%~1

and βP1Pp--Ppί~\ respectively, with respect to the basis of the conjugations
of the admissible monomials. These are the conjugations (c*-images) of
Milnor's £, and r, of [ΊΓ|. According to Milnor's results [ΊΓ| and (2.1), the
Hopf algebra structure of A* is given by

(2.5) A* = ZPtξu ί2,.

^ { i * ( ) Σ f,,
ί = 0 ι=0

where φ* is the dual map of 0*5 i. e., ίfee comultiplication of A*.
For any element α: e ^4*, we shall denote

α*: A*^A* and a*: A*-+A*

the right translation by a and the dual map of α*, respectively. Then α* is
given by

(2.6) <α*(α), a!> = <α, α 'α> /or αra/ α' 6 ̂ 4*.

Obviously, ( )* is contravariant and ( )* is covariant, i.e.,

(2.7) (αα/)*=<*/*tf* and (aa%=o;>] ίa^ /or any a, a r e ^4*.

The following theorem is due to J. Cohen (£1; Theorem 5.18] and
Theorem 5.8]).

THEOREM 2.2 (Cohen). The following formulas are established.

(2.8) P%(ab)= Σ P'*(fl)Pί(b) for a, b 6 A*.
i+j=n

(2.9) P%(ξk) =

ξk for n = 0

ξk-i forn=pk

0 for other n.
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tk for n = 0

(2.10) P%(vk) = r*_! forn=P

k-1

{ 0 for other n.

(2.11) β*(ab) = β*(a)b + (-l)άesaa0*(b\ for α, b 6 A*.

(2.12) £*(£*) = /9*(r,) = 0 /or £^0, Z^l, /2*(r0) = 1.

In the above, we interpret f_i = r_i = O, ίo = l

REMARK. By (2.7) and this theorem, α* is determined entirely for any

Let 7i be a non-negative integer,

be the subalgebra of 4̂̂  and let

^ * W = {r?-rS-fp-« ; ef = 0, 1, r K / ^ " 1 } ,

where {αi,..., αw} denotes the vectDr spaca ovar Z^ spanned by the elements

αi, , αw. Then

as vector space over Zp. Also let

(2.13) Λ*(n) be the subalgebra of Λ* generated by /?, P1,..., P^" 1.

In these notations, we have the following

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let L be a linear subspace of A*(n) and a e A*(n),
a 6 A*(n), a' 6 A*(n). Then,

(2.14)

(2.15)

PROOF. Let 0<k^P

n~\ By (2.9) and (2.10),

Pi(a) = 0 for a = ξΓ1'\i^n\ ξj and r / / ^ + l),

and by (2.8), P%A*(n) = 0. Then P^(α/α)=P|(α/)« by (2.8). Similarly,

(afa) = β*(af)a by (2.11) and (2.12). By use of (2.7), we obtain the first state-
ment of (2.14). Similarly, we obtain the second statement of (2.14).

Next, assume that a = Σxa
f

iai e Ker (a* \L®A*(n)\ a\ e L, a{ e A*(n). To
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prove a e Ker(α* | L)®A*(ή), we may assume further that deg a[=deg ar

2~ ,
deg αi = deg α2 = and that the elements α, are the monomials, α ^ α / i ^ / ) -
Then such an expression of a=Σaί

iai is unique. By the hypothesis and by
(2.14), 0=α*(α) = Σ(α*αf)α, , <2*α e ^i(n). The uniqueness of this expression
implies α^α — O, £ = 1, 2,.... Thus,

The rest of (2.15) is an easy consequence of (2.14). q. e. d.

§3 Exact sequences

In §§3-4, we shall use the following

CONVENTION 3.1. Let α, βu..., βneA*. We shall denote A*(βu . , βn)
the left J*-submodule of A* generated by βu.. , /9W. Composing the map CK*
with the natural projection, we obtain the map of left ^*-modules A*-+
A*/M, M=A*(βu.--9 βn). Then we shall use the same notation α* for this
map. Furthermore, let γu.. , γm e A* with r{aeM. Then α*: A*-+M in-
duces the map A*/A*(γι9..., γm)^>A*/M, and we shall also use the same nota-
tion α* for this map.

The following lemma is immediate.

L E M M A 3.2. Let a , β i , , & , 7 Ί , > Γm, # i , ? ί w 6 ^4

ί n ). Then the exactness of the following sequence

is equivalent to

(3.1) Ker^i^n nKer^ z + nKerri*n ΛKerrm*=α*(Kerffi*Λ nKer<?w*).

To prove the exactness of the sequences of left ^4*-modules, we shall
show the equalities of the form of (3.1) by making use of Theorem 2.2 and
Proposition 2.3.

In this section, we shall prove several exact sequences with respect to
the elements in A*(l) of (2.13). For the element a e A*(X), the map a* is
determined by (2.7), (2.14), (2.15) and

(3.2)
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This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2.

THEOREM 3.3. The fallowings are the exact sequences of left A*-modules.

(3.3)

(3.4) A*®A*

(3.5)

PROOF. By (2.3), the exactness of these sequences is equivalent to the
exactness of the sequences, which are given by the replacement of &>x and Δ
by P z and β. Using (2.14), (2.15) and (3.2), we have

= {l, r0, r i -

(P1/9)J | c(KerPi)={l,

where {αi, , αw} denotes the vector space over Zp spanned by the elements
au ..., an. By Lemma 3.2 we have the exact sequence

Thus (3.3) is proved.
To prove (3.4) and (3.5), we shall use the following known fact, which is

equivalent to (1.1) of §1:

Then,

Thus (3.5) is proved.
By (2.2) and the simple calculations on binomial coefficients, we have

pipJ = (J+jyi+J forj<p,

(**)

Piβ = PιβPi~1-(ί-l)l3Pi for i^p.

Therefore, for ί <p

by (**)
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= (P1/9P'-1)*(ImPS;-ί) by (*)

=Im(P 1/ίi> ί- 1)* = KerPiΛKer(P1/?):H by (3.5).

Thus, (3.4) is proved. q. e. d.

THEOREM 3.4. The following sequences are exact.

(3.6) A*/A*Rk

 (^*-^A*/A*J ^P~^*-*A*/A*Rh ^ *

for l<:k<p, where Rk = (k + l)0>1 Δ-kΔi?1.

(3.7) A*φA* J* + W

(3.8) A*®A*-

(3.9)

(3.10)

PROOF. By (2.3), we can replace &* and Δ by P{ and β respectively.
By the direct calculations, we have

(3.11)

where l<:k<p. Thus (3.6) is proved.
Similarly we obtain (3.7-10). q. e. d.

§4 Exact sequences (continued)

This section consists of the exact sequences related with the elements in
Λ*(2) of (2.13). In this section, let r and s denote the non-negative integers
smaller than p, and set ar>s = ξlpξs

2.
By Theorem 2.2, we have

(4.1) Pf(rgrf/αΓfO = rgrf/ Σ ( J Y J W_,.,_y,

) = rtτ2 Σ ( Y J Wr-,..-,
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Σ

PkΛτ£

0rιτ2ar>s)=v6

0v1v2 Σ ( / Y Vί«r-, ,,-/>
i+j=k\ ι / \ ] /

where ε, ε7 —0 or 1.

THEOREM 4.1. TΆe following sequence is exact.

(4.2)

PROOF. It is proved in [_6; Proposition 1.7] that the following sequence
is exact:

So we shall prove

By the direct calculations,

Thus,

Thus, by (2.3) the equality is proved. q. e. d.

REMARK. One can prove the exactness of the sequence in the above
proof, by use of our method directly.

Now, we consider the elements

In [7; Lemma 3.9J, H. Toda has proved the exactness of the following se-
quences :

(4.3) Λ*/A*<?>1
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( 4 4 ) Λ * Θ Λ * , ( r » ) * + ^ ^

forp>S.

(4.5) Λ*φΛ* t ^ * ^ * ' * 1 ^ 1 ^ ^

forp>3.

(4.6) A*@A*®A* Cr*>* + ( ^ 4 ^ ^ ) * + ^ 2 ^ 1 2 ) * _

(ΪF^* for p = S.

Let r} - r o ? , (i = l, 2), in the followings. By (3.2) and (4.1), we have

(4.7) ϊF**(αΓf s ) = 0, Wk*(τoar,s) = sar,s-u

r . s ) = —(A: — l ) α r , 5 5

THEOREM 4.2. Wϊίfe respect to W^ the following exact sequences also hold.

(4.8) A*® A*® A*® A*® A* ^ > * + ̂ ^ * + ( ^ > * + ̂  + ^

where γ1 = Δ&>p+1ΔP^-l)p, r2=0>1J<?t'0>1J0>p-1P<-p-1)p.

(4.9) A*®A*®A* 4* + (^1)* + ϊf^A* {Wp^Y^ ^

where y% =

(4.10) A*/A*(.&\ &p+ι)(Wp-2)*->A*/A*(&\ pP

PROOF. We consider the vector spaces

Lk={ar,s((r, s)±r(p-l,p-ϊ)), α^i.^iCif k^l modp),

[r>s-i — rtoar-ι,s,
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/ {r 0 r i r 2 } for k= — l mod/?,/?> 3

{rori, ror2a/,_i,o, r(r2ao,/>-i} for ^ = 0 mod p

Mk =

^i^-i, rorir2}

0

/or i ^ l mod/?

/or A;=2 mod/?,/?>3

/or k=2 mod/?,/? = 3

/or A ^ - l , 05 1, 2 modp,p>3.

By use of (4.7), we have

(*)

Therefore to prove (4.8), it is sufficient to show the following relations:

where γo = J^1J = -βP1β. By (2.3),

* and γ2 = -

and so the above relations are verified by the routine calculations.
To prove (4.10), we consider the vector space

Nk={ar(r<p — 1), α^_i (if Λ^O mod/?), tQar(r<p — 1),

roαj_i (if A ̂ O mod /?), rr2α,-i + (A: + l)r(α r,

rr 0 r 2 α r _i + (& + l ) r o r iα r }

where ^ = 0^0 = ^ . Then by (3.2), (4.1) and (4.7), we obtain

for all k,

^) for k±*±l, 0 mod p.

Thus (4.10) is proved.

By (3.2) and (3.11), we have

i?i(KerΛ,_ 2*ΛKer^ί) = {l, r0,

= {ar>s, roar>s,

Then by (4.7), we have
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l)= {ar,s, t2ar>s except

On the other hand,

KerJ ϊ | snKer^i = {l}®2ίa|c(l)={αriί, r2αr,

Therefore to prove (4.9), it suffices to show the following relations, which
are verified by the direct calculations:

T3*(ar,s) = 0 for all (r, s), r3*(r2αr,s) = 0 for (r,

q. e. d.

REMARK. From (*) of above, the exactness of (4.3-6) can be verified
immediately.

THEOREM 4.3. The followings are exact.

(4.11) A*® A*® A*® A* Δ* + W + ^ >

(4.13) ForP>S,

A*φΛ*φA*φA*

For j5=3,

PROOF. In the above, by (2.3) and (2.4), we can replace Λ,
<?p+1, £?2p, 0>p2~\ 0>(p-vi>, &ip0>r a n ( j ^ / - + i j ^ i j by /9, P'', P ^ * , P 2 ί , pp

p(/--2)#5 p2 ί +i a n d piβpp+iβ respectively. By the routine calculations, we
can verify the followings:

= {1,

ΛKerPi ΛKer(P\P*)* nKerP|*,
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= {ar(r<p — 2),

[ ^ * for/>>3

(KerPJίπKerP|nKer(P1P3/?)>κnKer(P1/9P4/9);iί for ^ = 3,

where ar,o = fi*, r< = r,—rof, (i = l, 2).
Thus the exactness of (4.11-13) is verified. q. e. d.

THEOREM 4.4. ΓΛβ followings are exact.

(4.14)

PROOF. The exactness of (4.15) is equivalent to the exactness of

(4.15)' A*

The proofs of (4.14) and (4.15)' are similar to the proofs of theorems already
stated. q. e. d.
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